The cornea of the human eye acts as a mirror that reflects light from a person's environment. These corneal reflections can be extracted from an image of the eye by modeling the eye-camera geometry as a catadioptric imaging system. As a result, one obtains the visual information of the environment and the relation to the observer (view, gaze), which allows for application in a number of fields. The recovered illumination map can be further applied to various computational tasks. This paper provides a comprehensive introduction on corneal imaging, and aims to show the potential of the topic and encourage advancement. It makes a number of contributions, including (1) a combined view on previously unrelated fields, (2) an overview of recent developments, (3) a detailed explanation on anatomic structures, geometric eye and corneal reflection modeling including multiple eye images, (4) a summary of our work and contributions to the field, and (5) a discussion of implications and promising future directions. The idea behind this paper is a geometric framework to solve persisting technical problems and enable non-intrusive interfaces and smart sensors for traditional, ubiquitous and ambient environments.
Introduction
Our eyes are one of the most important sense organs, allowing the exploration, analysis, perception of, and interaction with the visual information content of the physical world. Therefore, the eye and its movements provide a key contribution to interpreting and understanding a person's wishes, needs, tasks, cognitive processes, affective states and interpersonal relations. The unique geometric and photometric properties of the eyes provide important visual cues for obtaining face-related information; their unique appearance is exploited in biometrics and computer graphics. Image-based eye analysis allows for non-intrusive measurement of eye structures and visual acuity in optometry, and diagnosis of diseases and disorders of the visual system in ophthalmology.
Corneal reflections and applications. The cornea is the transparent protective and optical outer layer of the eye that covers the iris and accounts for the majority of the eye's optical power. While light arriving at its surface mainly refracts and enters the eye, a small part reflects back into the environment and can be noticed when looking at a person's eye (Fig. 1) . Analyzing and exploiting such corneal reflections from eye images can be beneficial to accomplish a wide range of tasks that involve information about the environment (scene panorama/model) and the relationship with the observer (eye pose). For example, this al- christian.nitschke@cmc.osaka-u.ac.jp lows us to determine the situation under which a person is photographed (forensics, surveillance), to calculate a person's field of view and point of gaze (PoG) (sensing, human-computer interaction (HCI)), and to perform higher-level analysis of stimulus and response that may enable novel insights and interface concepts. The recovered illumination map can be further applied to various computational tasks in vision and graphics (face modeling/relighting, biometrics, image forensics).
Issues and potential. While corneal imaging enables catadioptric vision [137] , the cornea is not a perfect mirror and suffers from several issues including (1) a low resolution from the small size and large field of view of the corneal mirror, (2) a low contrast as the reflectivity of the cornea is less than 1% [82] , (3) a contamination with iris texture reflections [130] as the cornea is transparent, and (4) distortions from an unknown individual shape that is not handled by simple eye models. The low reflectivity further makes image acquisition challenging, as it requires a long exposure and opened aperture, which causes motion and defocus blur. Regarding these issues, corneal imaging will not replace high-quality catadioptric systems, but enable gathering information when only face/eye images are available or when the relationship between a person and the environment is concerned. An advantage is the minimum requirement of only a single face image that provides a distinct view of the scene from each eye, which allows for dynamic and real-time scenarios.
Corneal reflection analysis benefits from theories and techniques in catadioptric imaging [115] , but at the same time demands for specialized algorithms that handle and exploit the unique properties of the eye. Regarding the complexity of the problem, the majority of algorithms either completely refrains from geometric modeling or applies a substantial simplification, which sacrifices quality, usability and applicability. Nevertheless, geometric techniques become increasingly popular. Nishino and Nayar [83] establish the fundaments of corneal imaging with a comprehensive analysis of the visual information about the environment that is embedded within a single image of an eye. While corneal reflection analysis has a great potential, present advancement is limited by several factors that need to be handled. These include (1) the low quality of corneal images (resolution, reflectivity, iris texture), (2) the unknown characteristics of the individual eye (shape, appearance), (3) the establishment of reliable automatic modeling techniques, and (4) the integration of multiple eye and scene images (correspondence matching) with available domain knowledge. Scope and contribution. With the aim to raise awareness for the problem and encourage novel development, this paper provides a comprehensive introduction on corneal imaging, covering three major parts: (1) A review of existing applications in various fields showcases the wide range of the topic and summarizes the state-of-the-art (Section 2). (2) An introduction to the anatomic background, followed by a detailed description of geometric eye modeling (Section 3), eye pose estimation (Section 4) and catadioptric modeling (Section 5), provides engineers with tools for algorithm design and implementation. (3) Finally, a broad discussion of our work and contributions to the field (Section 6), implications (Section 7) and promising future directions (Section 8), highlights strategies for novel techniques and applications. The key idea is a geometric framework that integrates the modeling of cameras, eyes, illumination and scene structure, using multiple images and domain knowledge, and allows a flexible combination of constraints and unknowns to solve various tasks.
Applications
It follows an overview on particular applications and problems involving corneal reflection analysis.
Information about the eye
Eye gaze tracking (EGT) is the problem of measuring and tracking the pose of the eye or the PoG in the scene. Techniques commonly exploit eye features and specular highlights. Early approaches do not model the eye geometry, and perform a calibration to map the distance between the pupil center and a single highlight to the PoG on a planar surface [73] , [112] . The strategy does not support head movement and, thus, requires rigid body attachments or head motion compensation. Recent remote approaches apply a 3D geometric eye model and estimate its pose using imaged eye features and highlights from multiple light sources at known positions. Passive methods track anatomic eye features and estimate the gaze direction, either directly [83] , [101] , [131] , [134] or in conjunction with the head pose [95] , [138] . However, for increased accuracy and robustness the majority of methods applies active illumination using IR LEDs [37] , [106] , [127] , [129] . The PoG is commonly recovered as the intersection of the gaze ray with a scene model. If unknown, scene information may be directly obtained from corneal reflections, e.g., for a planar display from attached LEDs [43] , [53] or screen content [43] , [87] , [101] , and for arbitrary scenes using catadioptric back-projection [83] or forward-projection [78] , [84] . Geometric methods often require high-resolution eye images that are obtained using stationary high-resolution cameras, dynamic pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras [95] , [139] or mirrors [56] .
Corneal shape measurement. Corneal reflection analysis requires a known pose and shape for the cornea. Commonly applied are spherical models with fixed size or personal parameters recovered using multiple cameras. Only a few approaches support spheroid, ellipsoid or general rotational symmetric models that better describe the corneal periphery [10] , [77] , [83] . There exist several non-intrusive optical techniques to measure corneal shape and geometry in the context of ophthalmology and optometry: Keratometry (ophthalmometry) considers the cornea to be a spherical reflective surface and measures its radius of curvature. The calculation is based on geometric optics, applied to only four sampling points in a small portion of the central cornea.
More accurate shape models may be reconstructed through reflections from controlled illumination using the principle of shape from specular reflection [8] , [48] . Photokeratoscopy, or videokeratography, [42] , [70] , [118] is a diagnostic technique that applies this principle to reconstruct accurate models of corneal topography [11] , [32] for various medical applications, such as refractive surgery, change monitoring, disease diagnosis and contact lens development. The technique works as follows: A patient is seated in front of a keratographer, a concave device that displays an illuminated pattern (commonly a series of concentric rings or a moving slit light). The pattern is focused on the anterior surface of the patient's cornea and reflected back to a digital camera at the center of the pattern. This allows to reconstruct the shape of the whole cornea from the distortion of the reflected pattern at several thousand sampling points. The result can be represented in a number of formats, such as an axial, tangential, elevation or refractive map, to visualize different characteristics of corneal topography.
Separation of corneal reflections and iris texture. A large part of the light entering the eye diffusely reflects off the iris, especially in blue or green eyes. When taking an image of an eye, such iris texture reflections superimpose on corneal reflections, which causes noise in the extraction of both types. Therefore, Wang et al. [130] introduce a separation method that exploits the physical characteristics of a pair of irises. The recovered iris texture is important, e.g., for iris recognition in biometrics [22] , [133] and iris synthesis in computer graphics [59] , [64] . While the aim of this research is to remove corneal reflections from iris images, it may also be used to remove iris texture from corneal images.
Information about the environment
A known pose and shape for the cornea enables modeling the cornea-camera geometry as a catadioptric imaging system to recover the environmental illumination and apply it to various tasks in vision and graphics. This is commonly referred to as corneal imaging.
Environmental light map. Tsumura et al. [123] are the first to recover the direction of environmental illumination from specular highlights in the eye and apply it to face reconstruction and relighting. Johnson and Farid [51] describe a method to reveal digital forgeries, where images are composed from persons photographed under different illumination. The method can be applied with any arbitrary photo as it automatically estimates the internal camera parameters from the perspective distortion of the iris contour. Backes et al. [5] describe an image-based eavesdropping technique for recovering reflected content from computer displays at faraway locations. For this purpose, they analyze the point spread function of the corneal reflection system and intro- duce a non-blind deconvolution method. Nishino and Nayar [83] provide the first comprehensive analysis of the visual information about the environment that is embedded within an image of the human eye. Their seminal study formalizes the combination of camera and corneal reflector as a catadioptric imaging system, derives its imaging characteristics and describes its calibration. The recovered environment map allows for a number of interesting applications, such as the computation of a scene panorama and a subject's view, as well as face reconstruction, relighting [82] and recognition [81] . Recent science fiction works showcase several exciting applications [91] , [94] . For example, by applying corneal imaging to a surveillance video footage that shows a persons's facial region, they obtain detailed information about the surrounding scene, revealing a criminal's face or printed fabric patterns the person looks at. Scene structure. The two eyes, captured in a single face image, form a catadioptric stereo system that enables reconstruction of simple 3D structure [83] . Recently, it has been shown that the pose of a planar computer screen can be estimated from reflected point [87] or line features [101] using multiple eye poses. The combination of display, eyes and camera allows for applications in different fields, including HCI [44] , [60] , surveillance and forensics [5] , graphics and vision [82] , [83] , [123] , and medicine [92] , [93] .
Eye anatomy and model
The following section reviews important anatomic structures and introduces a geometric eye model for pose estimation and reflection modeling.
The human eye
The human eye is the organ that provides the optics and photoreception for the visual system-and the anatomy follows its function in this physiological process. An outer view of the eye in Fig. 2 (a) shows the color-textured iris and the pupil in its center as the most distinctive components. The iris is surrounded by the white sclera, a dense and opaque fibrous tissue that mainly has a protective function.
Eyeball
A cross section of the eyeball in Fig. 2 (b) reveals that its main part is located behind the skin and components visible from the outside. Geometrically, the eyeball is not a plain sphere; its outer layer can be subdivided into two approximately spherical segments with different radii and separated centers of curvature: the c 2013 Information Processing Society of Japan anterior corneal and the posterior scleral segment (Fig. 2 (c) ). The smaller anterior segment covers about one-sixth of the eye, and contains the components in front of the vitreous humor, including the cornea, aqueous humor, iris, pupil and lens. It has a radius of curvature r C of ∼8 mm. The posterior segment covers the remaining five-sixths with a radius of curvature r E of ∼12 mm. [96] . See Table 1 for an overview of parameter values from different sources. The eye has several axes, where the optical and visual axes are the two major ones. The optical axis is usually defined as the line joining the centers of curvature of the refractive surfaces, connecting the corneal apex A, limbus center L, corneal center C and eyeball center E. The visual axis describes the gaze direction of the eye. It is defined as the line joining the fovea and the object being viewed, which slightly differs from the optical axis. Both axes intersect at the nodal point of the eye, where the image of the gazed object becomes reversed and inverted. For a typical adult, the deviation of the visual axis is 4
• -5
• nasal and 1.5
• superior to the optical axis with a standard deviation of 3
• [44] .
Cornea
The transparent cornea is the outer layer of the eye that covers the iris and dissolves into the sclera at the corneal limbus. Beside having a protective function the cornea plays the main role for the eye as an optical system to focus images on the retina. Its transparency and optical clarity stem from three factors [21] , [54] : (1) the uniform size and arrangement of submicroscopic collagen fibrils, (2) the absence of blood vessels (avascularity), and (3) the relative state of dehydration. The internal pressure of the eye is higher than that of the atmosphere, which maintains the corneal shape and produces a smooth external surface. In addition, the surface is coated with a thin film of tear fluid that ensures its smoothness and helps to nourish the cornea. As a result, the surface shows mirror-like reflection characteristics.
Although the corneal surface is approximately a sphere, it has only spherical curvature near the apex and generally flattens towards the periphery. The cornea is subdivided into four anatomic zones with an increasing radius from the optical axis ( Table 2 ). The eyeball is usually not rotationally symmetric around the optical axis but slightly flat in the vertical direction. This leads to a toricity in the corneal surface with a higher vertical curvature. There occurs a considerable individual variation in eye surface curvature, component separation and axial length. The typical cornea approximates to an ellipsoid, with an apex radius of curvature r C of about 7.8 mm. Asphericity values for individual eyes are widely distributed and can include some cases where the cornea steepens rather than flattens towards the periphery.
Corneal limbus
The area where the transparent cornea dissolves into the opaque sclera is called the corneal or corneoscleral limbus. It is a band, approximately 1.5-2.0 mm wide, that surrounds the pec 2013 Information Processing Society of Japan riphery of the cornea [96] , [109] . The radius of curvature immediately changes at this intersection, creating a shallow groove with a shape discontinuity on the outer surface of the eye. Refer to Table 1 for an overview of common values for the horizontal radius r LH , vertical radius r LV , and mean radius r L of the limbus. Histologically, the limbus contains the transition from the regular lamellar structure of collagen fibrils of the cornea to the irregular and random organization of collagen bundles in the sclera. The layers of corneal tissue either merge into scleral tissue or terminate at different landmarks. The limbal area further contains blood vessels and lymphatic channels. This leads to a smooth and non-uniform transition.
Iris
The iris is a thin, pigmented, circular structure located directly in front of the lens. Its mean radius r I is 6 mm. The outer structures of the iris extend behind the limbus and the beginnings of the sclera. The area visible on the outside is delimited by the transparent corneal tissue that inhomogeneously dissolves at the limbus.
Iris colors for normal eyes range from light blue to dark brown, depending on the arrangement and density of the connective tissue and pigment. The color may vary between both eyes of the same person and different parts of the same iris [109] . The surface of a heavily pigmented brown iris appears smooth and velvety, whereas the surface of a lightly colored gray, blue, or green iris appears rough and uneven.
Pupil
The iris forms the diaphragm of the optical system with a central circular aperture, the pupil. The size of the pupil controls retinal illumination with a diameter varying between 1 and 8 mm. In about 25% of individuals it slightly differs in size [109] . The image of the pupil seen on the outside is a virtual image corresponding to the entrance pupil that is forward to and slightly larger than the real pupil [4] . Compared to the smooth appearance of the iris boundary, the circular pupillary margin is a rather sharp edge. The pupil appears black, because most of the entering light is absorbed by the tissues of the inner eye. The pupil can appear red in an image when the eye is photographed in low-intensity ambient light under a bright flash illumination. This so-called red-eye effect is caused by the large amount of light, reflected from the back of the eyeball in the direction of the camera, when the flash is located near the lens ( Fig. 3 (a) ).
Geometric eye model
Knowledge of the shape and parameter distribution of the human eye allows for the construction of eye models. Several socalled schematic eye models with different levels of sophistication have been developed over the last 150 years; motivated by the aim to describe the imaging characteristics and performance of the eye as an optical system [39] , [58] , [63] , [68] , [69] .
For applications related to corneal imaging, it is sufficient to model the outer (visible) surface of the eye, which does not require dealing with refractive surfaces of the inner eye. The most common approach in eye modeling is to represent the eyeball as two overlapping spheres with different radii and separated centers of curvature, C and E ( Fig. 2 (c) ) [32] . For reference, the applied parameter values are listed in Table 1 . The cornea is modeled as a spherical cap, with a radius of curvature r C of 7.8 mm [54] , that is cut off from the corneal sphere by the limbus plane * 1 . The visible part of the iris is assumed to be equal to the circular limbus, with a mean radius r L of 5.5 mm [83] . The displacement d LC between the centers of the limbal circle and the corneal sphere are obtained from the given parameters as in
(1)
The height of the cornea, defined as the distance d AL between the corneal apex A and the center of the circular limbus L, is obtained as in
* 1
For more complex aspherical representations of corneal curvature refer to Refs. [4] , [7] , [10] , [77] , [83] .
c 2013 Information Processing Society of Japan Table 3 Comparison of eye pose/gaze estimation methods. The column "Cameras" indicates the number of cameras per eye, where "+" refers to additional wide field-of-view cameras and "*" to the use of continuous video frames. The column "Lights" indicates the number of IR LED light sources, where "+" refers to additional sources for redundancy. The column "Personal calibration [pts]" indicates the number of points required for calibrating personal parameters such as the visual axis offset, eye size and cornea-pupil distance. There exist automatic approaches that minimize either §(1) the re-projection error from a 3D face/eye model or §(2) the error from geometric scene constraints. The columns "Gaze information" and "Gaze error [deg]" indicate the obtained axis of the eye and the corresponding error (mean, standard deviation, range). Iris-contour based eye pose estimation commonly results in a two-way ambiguity that is resolved using either †(1) parallel gaze directions in two irises, †(2) equal distance between eyeball center and eye corners, †(3) manual resolution, or †(4) distance between gaze ray-display intersections. Additional information: ‡(1) Head-mounted. ‡(2) Stereo head camera + pan-tilt stereo gaze camera. ‡(3) Head camera + pan-tilt gaze camera. ‡(4) Head camera + pan-tilt-zoom gaze camera. ‡(5) In conjunction with a pan-tilt camera system. ‡(6) Low-resolution images, no intrinsic calibration required. Empty cells indicate that no information is available.
Ref All eye movements are described as rotations around the geometric center of the eye E, located at a distance d CE of approximately 5.70 mm posterior to the center of the corneal sphere [96] , where the limited set of anatomically possible eye poses is described by Donder's and Listing's laws [124] . Corneal reflection analysis, however, does not require modeling the surface of the eyeball and eye movements.
Eye pose estimation
The following section covers the position and orientation estimation of the eye model relative to the camera, which is equivalent to calibrating the cornea-camera catadioptric imaging system. Eye pose estimation recovers the gaze direction up to the optical axis. An additional one-time individual calibration with at least a single calibration point is necessary to recover the offset to the true gaze direction or visual axis [38] , [128] . Table 3 shows an overview of different methods, mostly related to EGT. Accuracy is indicated as the error in gaze direction, a common measure that relates to the pose of the eye and, thus, to the position of the cornea.
Eye pose estimation requires two tasks: image processing and geometric modeling. Image processing determines if and where an eye occurs in the image, and tracks the detailed location of particular features that can be real anatomic structures or corneal reflections (glints). Image-based eye detection and tracking is a large topic with a broad range of approaches. Refer to Ref. [44] for a recent survey. Geometric modeling comprises algorithms that estimate the 3D pose of a geometric eye model from the image information. In the following, we distinguish between passive methods that work on any eye image and active-light methods that require additional controlled illumination.
Active-light methods
Active-light methods are developed for accurate automatic eye gaze tracking and require a complex hardware system with calibrated light sources and eye parameters * 2 . The pupil-centercorneal-reflections (PCCR) technique is largely covered in research [37] , [90] , [106] , [127] , [129] and the method of choice in commercial systems [104] , [105] , [107] , [110] , [111] , [120] , [121] . The technique involves a two-step approach, first estimating the position of the cornea from light reflections of multiple light sources at known locations, commonly in the form of IR LEDs [37] , [127] * 3 . Additionally using multiple cameras enables * 2 Another advantage of using corneal reflections is the possiblility to recover an individual aspheric model of the cornea to further increase the accuracy [77] . recovering individual anatomic parameters. In a next step, the orientation of the eye model is obtained by detecting a second point on the optical axis, commonly using the center or contour of the pupil. Pupil segmentation is often realized using active IR illumination to exploit the bright (red-eye) and dark pupil effects [2] , [25] , [74] (Fig. 3) . The strength of either effect depends on different factors, such as the opening of the iris, and the age and ethnicity of the subject. Only a few methods exist that operate under visible light [126] , [138] , because of the reduced contrast of the pupil contour [36] . Instead of using segmentation, the pupil contour can be obtained through a radial search from a starting point within the pupil. A popular iterative algorithm for this purpose is the Starburst algorithm [66] .
Passive methods
Due to their reduced hardware and calibration requirements, passive methods are often applied in low-cost non-professional solutions for EGT and other applications. They work on natural eye images, but suffer from noisy eye detection and unknown parameters. Using multiple cameras enables to recover individual anatomic parameters and further constrains the gaze direction [10] , [57] , [127] . Passive methods commonly estimate the pose of the eye from the contour of the iris [83] , [87] , [101] , [131] , [134] , possibly in conjunction with other features, such as eye corners [132] , [135] and lids [135] .
Iris tracking. Although there exists individual variation, the iris is approximately circular. Under perspective projection, a circle with an arbitrary 3D pose maps to a general ellipse in an image [45] , [103] . Methods for iris segmentation are proposed in the context of eye tracking [44] , iris recognition [13] , [71] and medical imaging [9] , [49] , [50] . The methods either directly fit a shape model to continuous image features, such as intensity gradients and edge distances [3] , [83] , or first segment a particular feature and subsequently fit a shape model using least squares [27] , [41] . Regarding the latter, common strategies apply a vertical edge operator to an upright face image [20] , [132] or perform contour detection along radial directions starting at the approximate center [9] , [49] , [50] . There also exist variations of the Starburst algorithm in pupil contour detection that do not require the starting point to be the approximate center [95] , [97] .
Limbus pose estimation. The pose of the eye model is defined by the pose of the circular limbus, that is described by the cen-
T and the normal vector g = (g x , g y , g z ) T .
Eye pose estimation aims in recovering these values. As the corneal limbus coincides with the contour of the visible iris, its pose is obtained from the elliptical contour of the imaged iris.
There exists a large body of works on closed-form solutions to the monocular reconstruction of circles with application to camera and object pose estimation [52] , [98] , [142] . Multiple parallel or coplanar circles additionally allow for increased stability [40] and estimating camera parameters [18] . These works are the basis for several limbus pose estimation algorithms [84] , [101] , [131] , [134] . A simpler method assuming weak perspective projection may be applied when the distance between the eye and the camera is much larger than the scale of the eye, such as in common people or face photography [83] , [87] . Using a single camera, the 3D pose of a circle is estimated up to a two-way ambiguity that is resolved through further knowledge. In the context of eye pose estimation, such constraints are obtained (1) for a single eye image from anthropometric properties [132] or by assuming a gaze direction towards the camera [51] , (2) for a singe face image by assuming parallel irises when focusing far-away objects [131] , [134] or an intersection of the gaze rays at a known display plane [101] , (3) and for multiple face images using geometric scene constraints [87] . Figure 4 shows results of limbus-based eye pose estimation for different subjects and reflected scenes. Cornea position. The cornea is modeled as a spherical surface, described by the radius r C and center C, located at a distance d LC from the limbus center L, and obtained as in
Corneal reflection modeling
This section builds on eye modeling and pose estimation to describe the back-projection for the cornea-camera catadioptric imaging system. This includes a reflection model to determine the direction towards a light source and the triangulation of rays under multiple eye poses to recover the corresponding light source position. After that, we give an overview of the forwardprojection problem.
Cornea-camera catadioptric imaging system
A camera capturing an image of the eye that exhibits corneal reflections of the environment can be modeled as a catadioptric c 2013 Information Processing Society of Japan imaging system and, thus, benefit from an extensive theory and literature coverage [115] (Fig. 5) . Catadioptric systems combine external mirror(s) into the optical path of a camera to achieve particular imaging characteristics. While a perspective camera has a single viewpoint, where all projection rays intersect, catadioptric systems either have a single [6] , [14] , [79] or multiple viewpoints [117] , referred to as central or non-central catadioptric systems, respectively. Calibration denotes the task of determining the projection function, which comprises camera parameters, mirror pose [65] , [113] and mirror shape [8] , [15] , [48] . The cornea, that is shaped similar to an ellipsoid, forms a non-central catadioptric system that requires per-frame calibration through eye pose estimation. For a specular mirror, pose estimation is achieved from its apparent contour and tracked scene correspondences. For the corneal mirror, this may not be possible due to self-occlusion by the eyeball and superimposed iris texture. Methods, therefore, exploit unique eye features and reflections from known light sources. Catadioptric stereo system. A catadioptric system with two or more mirrors captures a scene from different viewpoints. This forms a catadioptric stereo system that allows 3D reconstruction even from a single image [61] , [80] . The epipolar geometry, describing the relation of two views in stereo vision, also exists for catadioptric stereo systems. In single viewpoint systems [33] , [114] , [116] , the epipolar plane intersects the surface of the second mirror in a conic section curve that projects to a conic section epipolar curve in the image [116] . In multiple viewpoint systems [115] , [117] , the epipolar curve is commonly obtained using numerical approaches [136] . Capturing corneal reflections from multiple eye poses creates a non-central catadioptric stereo system. However, regarding the small size of the cornea and the relatively large distance to the camera allows for central approximation with a single focal point at the center of the limbus [83] .
Corneal surface reflection
We want to develop a corneal reflection model to calculate the inverse light path towards a point light source, located at an unknown position P (Fig. 6) * 4 . Assuming the surface of the cornea to be a perfect mirror, light from position P specularly re- flects at surface point S into the direction of the camera, where S = (S x , S y , S z ) T is described as in
with the angles of longitude φ ∈ [0, 2π) and colatitude θ ∈ [0, π]. An image of the eye captures this specular reflection as a bright patch (glint) located within the bounds of the visible iris. Let s = (s u , s v , 1) T denote the subpixel location of the patch centroid in the image, and S be modeled as ray S = t 1 r 1 at an unknown distance t 1 from the camera. Here, r 1 = K −1 s/ K −1 s is the normalized backprojection vector in the direction of S, and K the 3×3 camera (projection) matrix that contains the intrinsic camera parameters obtained through calibration. To recover S, we calculate the intersection with the corneal sphere by solving the quadratic equation S − C 2 = r 2 C for t 1 . Expanding and re-arranging leads to
from which we construct the simplified quadratic formula
For this task, it is not necessary to distinguish between an actual source that radiates light and a scene location that reflects incident light from the environment. Thus, we will use both terms interchangeably.
c 2013 Information Processing Society of Japan The first intersection at the front side of the cornea is described by the smaller value of t 1 . Knowing S and the corresponding surface normal n S = (S − C)/ S − C , the normalized direction vector r 2 of the reflection ray is obtained by calculating the specular reflection as in r 2 = 2 (−r 1 · n S ) n S + r 1 .
Light source position P then lies on the reflection ray extending from S, defined as P = S + t 2 r 2 , at an unknown distance t 2 . Registering the reflection rays for the complete iris region at a sphere around the cornea creates a map of environmental illumination (Fig. 7) .
Light source position estimation
We capture a set of images with varying eye poses for a static point light source. Its unknown position P is obtained as the intersection of N ≥ 2 inverse reflection rays, by estimating the point with minimal distance to the set of rays (Fig. 8) .
Geometric approach for N = 2
There exists a simple geometric approach for the triangulation of two rays in 3D. The idea is to compute P as the midpoint of the shortest line connecting the two rays
From the orthogonality constraint for the shortest connecting line we obtain the two equations
that are solved for t 21 
Finally, the searched point with minimal distance to both rays is obtained as
Note, that when the denominator t 21 becomes zero, both rays are parallel and do not intersect. Practically, this case does not occur since different eye poses result in different reflection directions. Nevertheless, it is beneficial to increase the baseline between the cornea positions as this increases the denominator and, thus, the numerical stability.
Algebraic approach for N ≥ 2
In the general case, P can be obtained using matrix algebra as follows: At frame l, the distance between P and the nearest point on the ray P l = S l + t 2l r 2l is defined as
Knowing ||r 2l || = 1 and re-arranging leads to
where [r 2l ] × represents vector r 2l as a skew-symmetric matrix, c 2013 Information Processing Society of Japan given by
which expresses the cross product as a matrix multiplication. To solve for P we combine the N equations and formulate the problem as a least-squares minimization in the form ||AP − b||. Finally, point P is estimated, e.g., through the pseudo-inverse as in
Forward projection
So far, we have covered the back-projection of corneal reflections to estimate the direction and position of light sources. Applications in corneal reflection modeling may also require a solution to the inverse problem of forward-projection from the scene, e.g., to calculate the re-projection error or photometric similarity in estimation, registration and bundle adjustment tasks, which may allow for the combined estimation of eye poses, corneal shape and scene structure. The problem is more difficult since we need to find the point of reflection without knowing the direction of the incident light ray. While commonly solved iteratively [34] , [115] , recent research developed analytic solutions for fast and accurate calculation: Vandeportaele [125] models the problem for general and quadric-shaped mirrors using polynomials and study their roots. Agrawal et al. [1] provide a comprehensive theory on non-central catadioptric projection. The approach first transforms the problem into the plane of reflection; and then applies the two constraints that (1) the solution lies on the intersection curve with the mirror surface and that (2) the law of reflection requires equal reflection angles and the reflected ray r 2 to pass through P. They show that the solution for quadricshaped mirrors requires solving a 6th-order polynomial equation. For the special case of a spherical mirror, this reduces to a 4th-order equation that can be solved in closed form. Nitschke [84] , and Nakazawa and Nitschke [78] derive another formulation for a spherical mirror that additionally handles scene locations at an unknown or approximately known distance. The proposed methods enable a novel approach for 3D PoG estimation in arbitrary dynamic environments. For further reading on catadioptric projection, we recommend the extensive survey by Sturm et al. [115] .
Performance evaluation
In the context of display pose reconstruction from corneal reflections, several comprehensive experimental studies analyze the impact of parameter variation in corneal reflection modeling using real [84] , [85] , [86] , [87] and synthetic [84] data. The main factor is the accuracy of surface normals in catadioptric reflection. In line with this, the findings show a large impact of eye pose estimation and individual eye geometry on the overall accuracy. The results from the basic modeling can be considerably improved by optimization, subject to geometric scene constraints using multiple eye poses. Particular achievements from this strategy are a lower reconstruction error with tolerance to noisy measurements and the breaking of an inherent ambiguity in iris-contour based eye pose estimation. Regarding the findings, promising strategies to increase accuracy are, (1) to apply the PCCR concept from active-light to passive eye pose estimation by using scene constraints, (2) to calibrate/estimate individual eye parameters, and (3) to process only reflections near the corneal apex, where the cornea is most spherical.
Our work
Previous sections described a first framework for analyzing corneal reflections from multiple eye images that we developed in the context of different projects. The following section provides an overview about our research in the field * 5 , including motivation, project summaries and general contributions.
Motivation. Eye gaze tracking and eye context analysis are important for a large number of applications. However, techniques are still merely research tools in laboratories, operated by professionals with knowledge and experience. It is necessary to develop novel strategies to improve the methods and meet the requirements of the outside world. Corneal reflection analysis provides a direct relationship between the eye and the environment that allows for intriguing applications and novel solution approaches to existing problems. For example, regarding EGT, an application could be PoG tracking in video, where a 3D model of the scene is reconstructed together with camera and eye pose trajectories. Such simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [76] from corneal images could enable unobtrusive interfaces in traditional, ubiquitous and ambient environments. Nevertheless, there is a long way from a first theoretical model of the catadioptric stereo system between two eyes [83] towards a practical strategy for corneal SLAM from multiple eyes, requiring comprehensive knowledge about the geometry of camera, eyes and scene, and solutions to a range of problems. The motivation behind our work is to approach this goal, improve corneal imaging techniques, solve related problems, develop applications and obtain novel insights. With this, we achieve a number of con- tributions that may lay the foundation for practical applications and future research in the field.
Display-camera calibration from eye reflections
With advances in vision algorithms, the webcam breaks away from its status of solely being a tool for videoconferencing. Together with a standard monitor or projection screen, this forms a display-camera system that enables a range of interesting vision applications, including active-light object/face reconstruction [19] , [30] , [100] and vision-based interfaces in HCI [24] , [44] . Most applications require a tedious physical calibration to find the pose of the display, commonly achieved by analyzing screen reflections from planar [30] or spherical mirrors [29] at different locations. Motivated by the discovery that screen reflections are clearly visible in eye images, this project [84] , [85] , [86] , [87] develops a novel method that reconstructs the display from at least two eye images (Fig. 9) . The method provides several advantages over previous approaches, as it (1) does not require additional hardware, (2) user interaction or awareness, (3) supports dynamic setups, and (4) estimates eye poses for EGT applications. An extension of this work [88] aims to enhance the approach under conditions of practice by encoding display correspondences into illumination patterns for automatic and robust detection.
Contributions:
• A thorough experimental evaluation is conducted to evaluate scene reconstruction from corneal reflections using real and synthetic data. The findings provide a tool to assess and improve the accuracy for a particular setup. This is the first study using more than two eye images.
• To compensate for the large error in basic geometric modeling, a non-linear optimization framework is developed that jointly refines multiple eye poses, reflection rays and reconstructed scene, subject to geometric constraints. It allows us to automatically resolve an inherent ambiguity that arises in image-based eye pose estimation (Section 4.2). Several comprehensive experimental studies show that the strategy performs stably with respect to varying subjects, scene poses, eye positions and gaze directions. It also improves results obtained with a spherical mirror. The findings provide general insight in geometric modeling of corneal reflections from multiple eyes and show that constraints can be valuable to improve the results.
• To obtain synthetic data, a framework is developed for physically based rendering of eye images with corneal reflections from environmental illumination [84] . It uses an extended eye model with aspherics, where eye structures are modeled as ellipsoids and cross sections. The framework provides a general tool to simulate the impact of different parameters on scene reconstruction, especially where ground-truth measurements are difficult to obtain, as with parameters related to the individual eye.
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Point-of-gaze tracking in arbitrary environments
State-of-the-art geometric-eye-modeling-based EGT systems suffer from two major issues: First, mapping the pose of the eye to the PoG requires a tedious geometric calibration between eye camera and scene/scene camera, which does not support dynamic setups. Second, due to the fundamental concepts in calculating the PoG by intersecting the gaze ray with a scene model, systems potentially suffer from a parallax issue under depth-varying conditions (as in complex scene geometry or mobile systems). This explains the common restriction to simple target scenes like computer screens and walls. This project [78] , [84] develops a novel PoG estimation approach that overcomes the issues through a direct mapping between corneal images and the scene (Fig. 10) .
Contributions:
• Direct correspondence matching in corneal and scene images establishes a calibration-free relationship between the eye and the scene and, therefore, naturally supports dynamic configurations and depth-varying environments (with remote and head-mounted systems). High accuracy is achieved as the matching does not depend on geometric calculations. This is a novel fundamental concept in EGT. Moreover, it enables the computation of eye related information from conventional images with much higher quality.
• Active coded illumination allows for robust correspondence matching by assigning scene locations with coded patterns that can be identified from within both, corneal and scene images, which is difficult to achieve with passively captured images. Experimental results verify the robustness under challenging conditions, such as short exposure, image noise, environmental light and dense matching. This is the first application of coded structured light in the context of eye imaging and corneal reflection analysis. Imperceptible (highfrequency complement patterns) or invisible (IR) structured light [28] is not perceived by human observers; and imperceptible codes can be removed from images to recover the texture of the scene. The concept is verified by two prototype implementations with specially-designed hardware.
One uses an IR-LED array projector that allows for nonintrusive, dense and wide-angle illumination ( Fig. 10 (A) ). The other uses small IR-LED illumination devices that are directly attached onto gaze target objects and allow for simple setups without a scene camera ( Fig. 10 (B) ).
• An analytic solution is developed for the forward projection problem, where the projected scene point is defined up to an unknown distance from the mirror along a particular direction. The developed solution becomes necessary as the method of Agrawal et al. [1] is not applicable in this more general case. The strategy is applied to obtain the GRP, where light from the PoG in the scene reflects at the corneal surface into an eye image. A simple one-point calibration increases the accuracy to the level of state-of-the-art EGT systems by compensating for the individual offset between optical and visual axis.
Super-resolution from corneal images
Corneal reflection modeling enables a large number of applic 2013 Information Processing Society of Japan cations. In reality, however, even if we manually capture images with a high-resolution camera that is placed near the eye and carefully adjusted to avoid motion and defocus blur, the quality of corneal reflections is largely limited. To simplify the acquisition of corneal images, this work [89] develops a super-resolution (SR) [119] strategy that reconstructs a high-resolution (HR) scene image from a series of lower resolution (LR) corneal images, such as occurring in surveillance or personal videos ( Fig. 11 (A) ). Analytic forward projection allows to efficiently handle the large number of re-projections in registration. A number of experiments for indoor and outdoor scenes confirm that the strategy recovers high-frequency textures (with a quality high enough to recognize small characters, human faces and fine structures) that are lost in the source images ( Fig. 11 (B) ).
Contributions:
• The strategy works with spherical mirrors, suggesting applicability to other non-central catadioptric systems such as specular and liquid surfaces. This is also the first SR approach for non-central catadioptric systems.
• Since the technique solves the quality degradation problem in corneal imaging, it may become a foundation for future research in the field. The obtained information about a person and the environment has the potential to enable novel applications, e.g., for surveillance systems, personal video, human-computer interaction and upcoming head-mounted cameras (Google Glass) [35] .
Implications
The described techniques for geometric modeling of corneal reflections from multiple eye images obtain rich information that can remove the need for artificial environments, expert supervision, subject awareness, and complex hardware and setup procedures, which enables novel approaches in visual eye analysis. A major point is the obtained relationship between cameras, eyes and scene, that removes the need for external calibration. This allows for dynamic scenarios, such as in user tracking, mobile systems and human-altered environments, and scenarios that do not allow for a dedicated calibration-because of time, ability or c 2013 Information Processing Society of Japan awareness constraints. We believe that geometric eye and corneal reflection modeling has the potential to facilitate a wide range of applications and want to discuss implications for different fields.
Visual recognition. The environment map from a corneal image provides information about the location and situation in which a person was photographed. Integrating multiple eye and scene images can increase the quality of the results. This allows for data exploration in surveillance, eavesdropping [5] and forensics [51] , and provides context information in face/body analysis and scene understanding.
Computer graphics and vision. The obtained environment map further describes incident illumination, which allows recovery of scene structure and reflectance. This enables a large number of applications, such as scene relighting [82] , [123] , illumination normalization in object, face and iris recognition [22] , [81] , and illumination consistency analysis in digital forgery detection [51] . On the other hand, known scene structure and illumination provide constraints in eye modeling to improve imaged eye features through corneal reflection removal and refraction correction.
Human-computer interaction (HCI).
Eye analysis is traditionally applied to the gaze-based interaction with controlled planar screens [12] . Geometric modeling, however, provides additional information and flexibility that can enable intelligent sensors for ubiquitous and ambient applications, integrated with offthe-shelf products to be used under conditions of practice. Applying anthropometric knowledge permits tracking the complete perceived field-of-view of a person, instead of only the PoG. The support of arbitrary environments allows to study human behavior in human intent analysis, robot teaching, algorithm design and human factors engineering. Especially children and infants benefit from remote operation through the absence of obtrusive bodyattachments. Eye gaze tracking is a common task with a long history [24] , [44] , [140] , relevant to a large number of applications in a variety of fields [23] . Nevertheless, there still remain several issues that need to be solved.
Diagnostic studies. Capturing a person's eyes and face in the same image allows us to analyze the gazed scene together with the person's reaction [72] . Such stimulus-response information enables diagnostic studies in many disciplines, including medicine, psychology, engineering and marketing. Specifically, this can help to diagnose degrading of the visual and motor systems, analyze human factors, or understand the human mind, attraction, problem solving, communication, interaction and social networks. Geometric modeling provides additional benefits compared to traditional eye analysis: (1) Remote visual inspection facilitates non-intrusive methods, where equipment and conditions do not interfere with the task or otherwise affect the subject. ( 2) The absence of geometric calibration allows for interactive studies and unknown conditions that can provide novel insights. (3) Correspondence matching between corneal reflections and direct views provides high quality scene information for further processing.
Future directions
This paper has shown that geometric eye and corneal reflection modeling has the potential to facilitate novel applications. Nevertheless, we discussed that, while actual solutions can benefit from theories and techniques in catadioptric imaging [115] , they demand for specialized algorithms that handle the unique properties of the eye. With our work, we exploit corneal imaging to introduce novel applications and approaches for solving persisting problems in other domains. Beside this, we obtain novel insights and achieve a number of general contributions that make corneal imaging more practicable and may lay the foundation for future research in the field. Nevertheless, there still remains tremendous requirement for improvement in the underlying techniques to support non-professional scenarios and arbitrary environments under conditions of practice. Let us now discuss promising future directions, covering improved methods, novel problem solutions and interesting applications. As the described ideas apply to different stages of the algorithmic pipeline, they may as well be combined.
Correspondence matching refers to matching eye features, or direct and reflected scene features among multiple eye and scene images. (1) Eye features are anatomic point, contour or texture features, of the eyeball or the occluding contour of the skin, related to the pupil, iris, sclera, eye lids or eye corners. Pupil and iris features require handling of refraction, which depends on the shape of the cornea. While commonly assumed spherical, an accurate model of corneal shape may be reconstructed by modeling scene reflections or iris texture refraction. Tracking iris texture features may further allow for corneal reflection segmentation and eye pose estimation, but implies high resolution and high quality images. (2) Matching direct and reflected scene features in passively captured images requires handling the geometric distortion from the corneal shape, the photometric distortion from the iris texture, and the reduced intensity and dynamic range from the low reflectivity of the cornea. Solving the described issues relates corneal reflections with high quality scene information that may allow for reflection removal, eye pose and shape estimation, and visualization of a person's field-of-view. Another important application is PoG tracking in arbitrary (nonplanar) environments, without using active coded illumination as described in Section 6.2 [78] . A possible scenario is combined EGT and structure-from-motion (SfM), either with a hand-held or surveillance video camera.
Coded illumination enables the optical transmission of information. This has been widely used to identify environment locations, either for scene reconstruction by structured light using projectors [99] and monitors [8] , [48] , or for object tagging using projectors [141] and LEDs [108] . Therefore, coded illumination may be applied to the accurate and robust correspondence matching over any combination of eye and scene images. Particular advantages include its robustness compared to natural feature tracking and epipolar geometry, and its support for dense matching over a wide area. Non-intrusiveness is achieved by exploiting invisible (IR) light or the imperceptibility of complement patterns at high framerates [28] . For more information on the topic, refer to Refs. [78] , [84] , [88] . Special LED arrays have been applied in EGT to allow for automatic reflection extraction and increased robustness [47] , [67] . While termed as "structured light," this relates only to the geometric alignment, not the encoding of light.
c 2013 Information Processing Society of Japan Scene constraints can be assigned to tracked features to solve for unknown information or increase accuracy. Well suited are geometric constraints from 3D points, lines and planes that commonly occur in human-made environments. Standard PCCR methods in EGT apply point features (glints) from known light sources for eye pose estimation [37] , [106] . The approach may be extended to the illumination from an unknown environment, where structure information may be obtained using stereo or SfM. A 3D line, imaged by a catadioptric system, allows recovering the line, as well as the pose and shape of an axisymmetric mirror [31] , [62] . Combining constraints from lines and planes enables recovering planar polygonal light sources [102] . Line and plane constraints are less common in corneal reflection analysis, and have been exploited only for display pose estimation and EGT [87] , [101] . Nevertheless, there exists a wide range of literature in catadioptric imaging, regarding the recovery of mirror pose, shape and scene geometry [115] . Finally, all measurements may be integrated into a bundle-adjustment framework to obtain and optimize unknown parameters, probably in conjunction with outlier removal.
Eye information. Eye pose and shape estimation using correspondence matches or scene constraints has been largely discussed. In case an environment map is available, a different strategy similar to Ref. [16] may be applied, where an actual eye image is matched against a database of specular highlight or flow images, rendered offline for varying eye poses and shapes. Nearly all methods in geometric eye modeling assume the cornea to be spherical. However, as the eyeball is slightly flattened in the vertical plane [109] , and the corneal topology is complex [11] , [32] , it is necessary to develop strategies for parameterizing and calibrating more accurate models. Existing aspherical approaches assume an axisymmetric shape and require known light sources [77] or geometric constraints [31] . Further improvements may be achieved with more general parametric models, which are calibrated using scene constraints or image matching. Finally, an interesting direction in eye analysis is to develop solutions that combine low-cost optical hardware with personal devices to enable self-assessment of visual conditions, such as refractive errors, focal range, focusing speed and lens opacity [92] , [93] . The results may also be used to correct the visual content in digital devices.
Conclusion
This paper provided an overview on the geometric analysis of corneal reflections to relate the individual (eye) with the physical world, which creates a flexible non-intrusive framework for tracking cameras, eyes and visual scene information to solve various problems * 6 . Besides this, the study serves a number of objectives to support advancement of the state-of-the-art. Particular contributions include a motivation for the topic, a characterization of its relation to different fields, an introduction to the anatomic background, a technical description of geometric eye and reflection modeling, and a discussion of our work, implications and future directions. * 6 The interested reader may refer to Ref. [84] for an in-depth coverage of the topic.
We explained the relevance to a number of fields, including visual recognition, computer graphics and vision, human-computer interaction and diagnostic studies. Advancement in computational systems, devices and architectures demands for novel interfaces and forms of interaction. In this context, the established link between the eye and the environment allows for a combined analysis of stimulus and interaction that may lead to novel insights when analyzed with data mining techniques.
Nevertheless, practical solutions require handling a number of persisting technical problems, to achieve the ultimate goal of modeling the scene structure and illumination distribution, using multiple eye and scene images, under dynamic camera and eye poses. We identified promising future directions regarding improved methods, novel problem solutions and interesting applications, focusing on the topics of feature correspondence matching, coded illumination, scene constraints and eye-related information.
